
Actions list from the UKBGF September 2017 Board meeting 

Action Owner Timescale 

Rules Subcommittee to report on all the changes 
they have considered and rejected/approved to 
date 

Peter / Raj / Anna By next meeting 

Add Rob Daniel’s comments as an article Julia By next meeting 

Hacketts: follow up re. organising their 
tournament 

Raj ASAP 

Circulate proposed wording for unplayed 
matches in ratings 

Raj ASAP 

Write blog post re rules changes Anna 
Once previous 
action resolved 

Engage with Guy Haslam re website 
maintenance 

Tony Ongoing 

Consider UK Tour prizes Julia By next meeting 

Draft piece about disability grants Anna ASAP 

Ratings: investigate hiding people < 400 
experience and analyse effect on ratings tables 

Tony ASAP 

Ratings: consider wording for site to indicate 
that ratings under 400 experience need caution 

All By next meeting 

Diversity and Disability web page draft Anna ASAP 

UK Tour 2018 – contact organisers to confirm 
participation and clarify conditions. 

Julia ASAP 

UK Tour 2018 – re-draft scoring system. Julia By next meeting 

UK Clubs Champs 2018 – book venue Julia / Sean Jones By next meeting 

Harris & Hoole – proposal Julia / Darren W. By next meeting 

Consult on 1-pointers in the ratings Julia ASAP 

Get stats on 1-pointers in ratings and circulate Tony By next meeting 

Reply to Kev and Steve Julia ASAP 

 

  



Minutes of the UKBGF Board meeting, 26th September 2017 

 
Present: Julia, Peter, Simon, Tony, Anna, Tim, Simon Hopper 
Apologies: Raj 
 

1. Actions from last Meeting 
 
All items are either done or carried over to the current action list, except where noted below: 
 
Rules subcommittee: More suggestions have been received. A 2017 draft has been produced 
and is expected to be ratified by the EUBGF in Iceland (over the course of the European 
Championships tournament) 
 
Website: Guy Haslam (of Bone Club) has been approached about maintaining the website. He 
has been given a clone of the site and suggests the following: 

 Rotating banners 
 Featured blog post on the home page (note – we moved away from that last year) 
 Promote forthcoming events on the home page 
 Make the blog more easily searchable 
 Create a sponsors-and-advertisers system 
 Make “Join” page more friendly 
 Fix the email notifications when blog posts are made 
 Readdress the whole events system 
 Engage him or someone else on a maintenance contract. 

Tony to pursue a specific worklist with him. 
 
Tour prizes: All agreed that trophies, plus an ongoing prize which could have names added to 
it, would be suitable. Julia to investigate options. 
 
Paul Gilbertson: Paul was very unhappy that we did not choose to pursue his software 
project. Anna has followed up with him. 
 
Ratings: Another extended discussion was had. We do not appear to be entirely clear who the 
ratings are for (top players? Encouraging newcomers and intermediates?) and these 
different groups have different requirements. A clear mission statement would be helpful. 
We will continue discussions – see also AOB. 
 
Charity Challenge: an announcement is imminent. This year’s charity is Mind, nominated by 
Gaz Owen. 
 

2. Matters Arising:  
 
Nothing to add. 
 

3. Bursaries – extended to include item 5 as well. 
 



Simon Hopper has volunteered to lead our efforts in expanding backgammon in schools and 
universities. Jan Schulte has also offered to help Simon. His ideas fall into two parts: 
 

- Schools: Contact the Department for Education and get them interested in the idea; 
propose school leagues; if there’s any interest, promote and organise with UKBGF 
assistance. Get advice from the Danes and Japanese (who already have such 
programmes) about promoting the value of backgammon in schools. Approach 
Malcolm Pein (chess). 

- Universities: We only know of one university club (Cambridge). Approach student 
unions in order to locate clubs, and invite them to events.  

 
It was noted that we have very few members who are at school or students.  
 
Bursaries: this is a large problem to manage as people over 25 and outside full time 
education also have hardship. If new students can get clubs started at their college, the new 
club grants are certainly available to get them started. We will revisit the idea of bursaries in 
the future when the schools/universities work is underway.  

 
4. Diversity and Disability web page 

 
Anna will send a new draft to Julia to publish on the web site. We will invite further comment 
with a view to producing future revisions. 

 
5. Backgammon in Schools and Universities 

 
This was discussed under item 3. 

 
6. UK Tour 2018 

 
We hope to re-engage all the events that were part of the UKBGF Tour in 2017. However, 
there have been complaints that tournaments are inconsistent because we’ve allowed TDs 
too much leeway in order to keep their events on the tour; the UKBGF brand is now strong 
enough for us to be firm. Our requirements for participation in the Tour in 2018 are: 

- UKBGF Rules – with specific attention to premature rolls 
- Promotional material to acknowledge the UKBGF Tour 
- Some incentive for members – in the past we specified a discount for members, but 

we are happy with an alternative such as a side event (with positive expectation) for 
members, or a significant prize exclusive to members. 

The UKBGF will in return support Tour events with promotion, and availability of equipment 
as appropriate. Ideally we should have all 2-day events and a minimum of 64 places. 
 
It has been noted that the consolations are over-rewarded in the Tour scoring (in that they 
are scored as if all competitors in the main had taken part, rather than scaling for the actual 
number taking part). We will reduce their effect in 2018. Steve Bibby and Kev Jones have 
asked us to change 2017 retrospectively; however the Board were not in favour of any post-
hoc rule changes as a matter of principle. 

 
7. UKBGF Women’s Team 

 



It was suggested to us that, with virtually no representation of women at international level, 
we should do something to redress the balance. However, any action needs to be carried out 
in a sensitive way – neither creating arbitrary quotas nor creating second-class events. A 
number of ideas were discussed informally and Tim has spoken with the organisers of the 
WorldWide Trophy, who have offered us an extra place for a UK Women’s Team in 2018, 
competing on a par with everyone else (which would probably not have been offered to just 
any third team). The leading women players in the UK were also consulted and were 
unanimously in favour of this idea. Organisation would be similar to the current second  
team. The Board were in favour. 
 
A second suggestion was that the UKBGF should part fund the women’s team. This was 
declined; the Board do not currently fund the existing teams and it was felt it should be the 
same arrangement for all. 
 
 

8. UK Open 2017 feedback 
 
The UK Open prompted a sizeable amount of feedback. Our overall conclusions were: 

- The venue itself is excellent, though some felt food was overpriced.  
- The general impression of the Open itself was very positive 
- It was profitable, making a £1500 surplus 
- It was very hard work for the TDs – there was some fire-fighting involved with trestle 

tables, having split rooms meant a lot of running up and down stairs, and more 
volunteers would be highly desirable for next time.  

- Lighting upstairs was a problem 
- Coombe Abbey is in a phone reception blackspot 
- The AGM really needed more time – allow 90 minutes next year.  

 
The discussion broadened somewhat to the general shortage of TDs compared to the number 
of events nationally; this is an issue we will need to address. 
 

9. UK Open Venue 2018 
 
We have already had a quote from Coombe Abbey for 2018. The quote is higher overall than 
2017 in terms of function room hire. There is also a small increase in bedroom prices, with 
no early-bird discount – although this discount was a big headache to administer for both us 
and Coombe Abbey. While we’re very positive about it, we will need to consider who will TD 
the Open, and whether we can get anyone willing to be an assistant TD with a view to 
growing into the role. 
 

10.  Clubs Championships 2018 
 
Sean Jones is looking at venues in Worcester which can take 24 teams – hopefully being a 
Midlands venue will make it more accessible for teams who were reluctant to come to St 
Neots. Julia to follow up with Sean.  
 

11. Harris & Hoole tournament and tie-up 
 
Harris and Hoole are happy for people to play in their coffee shops, which are spread across 



the south-east of England. They have agreed a 10% discount card scheme with Darren 
Woodcock for Ealing Backgammon Club members, and this could be extended to include 
UKBGF members. They are very interested in some form of event, which would be a long 
running thing, and would like us to consider sponsoring a prize. They would also be happy 
for our signs to go up in their shops. We should look into costings. Julia to ask Darren 
Woodcock to put a proposal together with them.  
 

12. Ratings – Speedgammon policy 
 
Queries have been made around whether Speedgammon should count towards the UK 
Ratings.  It was noted that we should be consistent, and that Speedgammon results from 
previous UK Opens, as well as from the 2017 London Open, had been included in the ratings.  
It was agreed that they should – the ratings makes no distinction about other time controls 
(or lack of them) so for consistency there’s no reason to rule Speedgammon out.  
 
Separately, it was asked whether 1-pointers should count. This is not so clear – some 
tournaments don’t rate 1-point playoffs for example. Julia to organise a consultation on the 
website. Tony to look up statistics around how many 1-pointers are in the system and what 
the effect of removing them might be. Peter raised the question of 2-pointers. Although these 
are much rarer, they are effectively 1-pointers with a 1.4 weighting, and therefore have a 
disproportionate effect.  
 

13. Discussion points from Steve Bibby and Kev Jones 
 
Steve and Kev submitted a formal list of points to be considered: 

- Consolation ratings (see above) 
- Criteria for 2018 Tour events (see above) 
- Should international players be allowed to appear in the UKBGF ratings list? (Yes – 

not least because it’s hard to define “international”) 
- Should friendly matches be included in the ratings system? (No – because it opens the 

door to cherry picking of matches) 
- Can individuals opt not to have matches rated, and if so what takes precedence when 

two players disagree? (This is up to the TDs, in much the same way as clocks, baffle 
boxes and so forth may be optional, preference or mandatory) 

- Have the Board considered using sub-committees comprising non-board members? 
(We already do, for example the disability sub-committee) 

Julia to reply to Kev and Steve with a summary of our discussions. 
 

14. AOB 
 
Nothing more was raised. 
 
Meeting closed at 9.35pm. 
 


